
 
Tuesday Tools: Musical Development - Assimilation 

 
Hello Rock and Roll community, and welcome back to another Tuesday Training tools. We’ve moved on to a 
new month and a new theme, but there are still two more stages of preparatory audiation to cover before we 
move on to observing musical and creative behavior. That said, I hope this crash course on preparatory 
audiation will empower your observations of children and give you tools to better understand the musical 
development of your students.  
 
To recap, we’ve covered two types of preparatory audiation: acculturation and imitation. In acculturation, the 
child is absorbing the music and gaining exposure to all the different sounds provided to them in a musically 
rich environment typical of their home culture. As they move through stages of acculturation, they progress 
into the imitation type of preparatory audiation, where a child first realizes their random responses don’t 
match the music they hear and then begin to “break the code” and sing or play rhythms and pitches that come 
close to the model music they hear from adults and recorded music sources.  
 
The last type of preparatory audiation is called assimilation. First, a child goes through a stage called 
“Introspection.” If you’ve ever sat in on a music lesson with a young child, maybe an elementary school-aged 
student, this may sound familiar: “Ugh, I messed that up.” “I meant to play it like this.” “I played this, but I 
wanted to play that.” “Let me start over again.”  
 
The child may be frustrated, but it’s a great indicator to the teacher of what is happening in their mind. Like 
stage four, where a child realizes there’s a disconnect between the sounds they hear and the sounds they 
make, now the child sees a disconnect between the sounds they made and the sounds they intended to play.  
 
What this tells us is that the child has a musical intention, something they’re hearing in their mind. That’s the 
whole point of preparatory audiation, for children to develop a strong, internal musical sensibility and 
awareness. There’s no great way to get through this stage, but what we can offer our students are reminders 
to breathe and connect to the body through flow, the opposite of tension.  
 
The final stage is coordination, where a child can sing or play on key with consistent accuracy and connection 
to flow and breath. The critiques of “I meant to play it like this” can come to mind before they play it, so the 
brain can be both present as they play in the moment, thinking ahead to the next section, and analyzing what 
they just played previously.  
 
If that sounds like a lot to keep in mind, it is! That’s why so much work has gone into preparing the child to be 
able to get to this point. It’s worth saying that many adults don’t make it to the coordination stage. Many of us 
feel satisfied to merely imitate performances we’ve heard before or get frustrated as we move through the 
nitty-gritty of introspection. But if we keep practicing, listening, and making music together in a joyful, playful 
way, we can overcome our perceived limitations and start making our own musical decisions. Ultimately, it’s 
our unique artistic choices as individuals and collaborators that separate imitators from audiators.  
 
I hope this brief overview of preparatory audiation has been helpful as you observe your children in your 
classrooms. Remember, never try to rush children through these different stages – simply allow them to be 
where they are and provide the support you think they’ll need. Thanks everyone, and have a great week!  


